FIRST OVER EVEREST
what intense feelings of relief he must have reached the town
of Minam on the nth, only to be held up by two Jongpens,
Tibetan Government officials, who were ordered there two at
a rime so as to be a check one on the other. This is the first
Tibetan town on the road from Nepal, and here his baggage
was again carefully searched before being allowed to proceed
further.
Now apparently the explorer was moving away from the
hospitable country where the writ of the Dalai Lama runs,
southwards towards the hardly less mysterious kingdom of
Nepal.
From Ninam village towards Listibhansar he followed
the course of the Bhotia Kosi River, and though there is only
about twenty-five miles between these places he had to cross
die river no less than fifteen rimes by means of three iron sus-
pension bridges and eleven wooden ones, varying from twenty-
four to sixty paces in length. This indicates the change in die
character of die country through which he was passing. A
couple of days before he was on the open stony plains of Tibet,
and now was clambering and scrambling down this terrific
cleft in which the river bursts through the great range of
Everest itself.
At one place he found the river foaming in a gigantic chasm,
the sides of which were so close to one another that it could
be spanned by a bridge only twenty-four paces long. This was
just south of Choksun village. Hard by this bridge the preci-
pices on either hand were so menacing that the path had of
necessity to be supported on iron pegs driven into the face of
the rocL The path itself was formed by bars of iron and slabs
of stone laid from peg to peg and covered with earth. In no
place is it more than eighteen inches wide, and often barely
half that width. It is carried for hundreds of yards at 1,500
feet above the river, which the traveller sees roaring below in
its narrow bed.
Hari Ram, who had encountered much difficult country in
the Himalaya, relates that he never met anything to equal this
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